CONCRETE BARRIER TYPE 60SF

LIMITS OF PAYMENTS FOR CONCRETE BARRIER TYPE 60SF

TRANSITION AT BRIDGE COLUMNS
Concrete Barrier Type 60SF
See Note 7

TRANSITION AT SIGN PEDESTAL
Concrete Barrier Type 60SF
See Note 7

NOTES:
1. See Standard Plan A76G for Concrete Barrier Type 60S.
2. Contractor options for fill between concrete barrier walls:
   a. Place 4" of granular material on base between walls.
   b. Place 4" of granular material on base between walls.
   c. Place 4" of granular material on base to bottom of 4" cap.
   d. Reinforcing steel shall extend continuous through construction joints.
   e. Place 4" of granular material on base to top of concrete barrier cap.
3. Reinforcing steel shall extend continuous through construction joints.
4. See "Overhead Sign" plans for sign pedestal elevations on new construction.
5. Adjust height of concrete barrier wall on low side of offset or superelevated roadway to provide level grade across top of concrete barrier cap.
7. All locations with limited shoulder width available for barrier, see Standard Plan A76G for Concrete Barrier Type 60S.